One Small Voice
Soloist:

One small voice can teach the world a song.
Start with one small voice till another joins along.

Small group:

Then you’ll feel the music growing full and sure and strong.

One small voice can teach the world a song

Loo, loo, loo, loo
Verse 1

Every song the world sings, each was once unknown.

Somebody felt a song inside and wasn’t afraid to sing along.

If you feel the music, and you sing it clear and true,

Then the world can sing with you.
Oh, one small voice can teach the world a song.

Start with one small voice till another joins along.

Then you’ll feel the music growing full and sure and strong.

One small voice can teach the world a song.
No tune is too simple.
No voice can be wrong.
Music can come from any heart
and anyone's voice can lead the song.
If you feel the music
and if you believe the words,
Sing and you'll...
be heard...be heard...be heard

Verse 2

Melody

No tune too simple
No voice is wrong
Music from your heart
Anyone's voice can lead the song.
If you feel the music
and if you believe the words,
Sing and you'll...
be heard...be heard...be heard

Harmony
Oh, one small voice can teach the world a song.

Start with one small voice till another joins along.

Then you’ll feel the music growing full and sure and strong.

One small voice can teach the world a song
Chorus

Oh, one small voice can teach the world a song.

Start with one small voice till another joins along.

Then you’ll feel the music growing full and sure and strong.

One small voice can

Teach – the – world ... a song--------------------------

Teach the world a song---------